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The role of relevance and cognition in attention-guiding
geovisualisation
Abstract
It is a delicate task to design suitable geovisualisations that allow users an efficient visual processing of
the depicted geographic information. Today, such a design task is subject to three major challenges: the
ever growing amount of geospatial data at various levels of detail, the diversified applications of that
data, and the continuously expanding range of display sizes. In this work, the aim was to enhance the
visualisation of relevant geographic information by focusing on utility and usability issues of designing
geographic information representations. The relevance of information as an element of utility and its
cognitively adequate visualisation as an element of usability was considered. To enhance utility,
irrelevant data was separated from relevant data by implementing relevance as a filter and embodying
relevance values as attributes of the selected objects. To represent these relevant objects and the context
information design principles were formulated and a design methodology proposed that tends to
facilitate a user's attentional capacities when processing geovisualisations. In order to design this
attention-guiding geovisualisation, use was made of approaches and findings from relevance theory and
cognitive psychology with emphasis on neuroscientific principles. A combination of relevance filtering
and a cognitively adequate visualisation improved the overall usefulness of geovisualisations and made
a substantial contribution to their practical acceptability. This interdisciplinary approach allowed a more
precise and valid evaluation of geovisualisation designs.
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It is a delicate task to design suitable geovisualisations that allow users an efficient visual processing of the depicted
geographic information. Today, such a design task is subject to three major challenges: the ever growing amount of
geospatial data at various levels of detail, the diversified applications of that data, and the continuously expanding range
of display sizes. In this work, the aim was to enhance the visualisation of relevant geographic information by focusing on
utility and usability issues of designing geographic information representations. The relevance of information as an
element of utility and its cognitively adequate visualisation as an element of usability was considered. To enhance utility,
irrelevant data was separated from relevant data by implementing relevance as a filter and embodying relevance values as
attributes of the selected objects. To represent these relevant objects and the context information design principles were
formulated and a design methodology proposed that tends to facilitate a user’s attentional capacities when processing
geovisualisations. In order to design this attention-guiding geovisualisation, use was made of approaches and findings from
relevance theory and cognitive psychology with emphasis on neuroscientific principles. A combination of relevance filtering
and a cognitively adequate visualisation improved the overall usefulness of geovisualisations and made a substantial
contribution to their practical acceptability. This interdisciplinary approach allowed a more precise and valid evaluation of
geovisualisation designs.
INTRODUCTION
The vast collection of geographic information is repre-
sented on displays of diverse sizes and for many distinct
applications. The range is from mobile geovisualisations of
known geographic information in mobile environments on
small displays for individual users with a low degree of
human–computer interaction to exploratory systems reveal-
ing unknown geographic phenomena in static environ-
ments on desktop or wall size displays with extensive
human–computer interactions. Despite the different usage
characteristics, users face the same rising cognitive workload
in coping with the complex visual information. The spatial
focus of information processing of explorative users that is
indicated by gaze fixations may be misguided by the
representation of irrelevant geospatial objects while infor-
mation processing resources of mobile users can be affected
by non-targets, i.e. distractive stimuli that are located in
geographic space.
One of the major objectives of geovisualisation design
should therefore be to display geographic information in a
way that allows a user to promptly locate and easily decode
the relevant information for any kind of spatial decision-
making or visual analysis task. To fulfil these needs, it is
necessary to establish a design methodology that respects
principles of human visual information processing and of
involved cognitive factors. Within these principles, the
capacity to visually scan scenes for extracting relevant
information and the limited attentional resources of users in
processing complex geovisualisations are of particular
importance.
By addressing cognitive and usability issues as two of the
recommended fields of geovisualisation research (Dykes
et al., 2005), the motivation of our work is to support and
enhance the user’s efficiency when processing geovisualisa-
tions. We therefore propose a conceptual framework for the
design of attention-guiding geovisualisations that aims at
adapting the design to the users’ cognitive workload by
considering the relevance of geographic information and
the cognitive skill of visual scanning as two fundamental
components. The activity of shifting attention to locations
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or regions of interest and selecting relevant while ignoring
irrelevant information is usually labelled as visual search and
visual scanning, respectively. The scan path is characterised
by a spatio-temporally coherent pattern of saccades and
fixations, which is more or less optimally adapted to the
characteristics of a visual environment (Zihl and Hebel,
1997; Turano et al., 2003; Lanyon and Denham, 2004).
The design methodology of attention-guiding geovisua-
lisation aims at facilitating decision making processes in
geographic tasks and at reducing a user’s cognitive work-
load by means of a faster and more accurate guidance of
visual attention and consequently visual scanning to detect
and select relevant information. In the following, we first
present an overview of the attention-guiding geovisualisa-
tion design approach and discuss the underlying concepts
of geographic relevance and visual information processing
in more detail. Next, we explain our design methodology
and its application will be illustrated by examples. Finally,
we present a proposal for the empirical evaluation of the
design approach including known and new graphical
variables and their significance for an efficient geovisualisa-
tion. In this work, ‘geovisualisation’ is understood as any
kind of geographic information visualisation without
focusing on exploratory data analysis. Whenever users
visually scan geovisualisations, they have to invest a certain
capacity of attentional resources, regardless of the basic
goals of map-use, i.e. data exploration, analysis, synthesis as
well as presentation (MacEachren and Kraak, 1997).
ATTENTION-GUIDING GEOVISUALISATION
One quality criterion of a geovisualisation design is its
usefulness. In analogy to the practical acceptability of
technical systems (Nielsen, 1993), where the criterion
usefulness is composed of utility and usability, we propose
relevance of geographic information as the utility criterion
and its cognitively adequate visualisation as the usability
criterion. We assume that the utility of a geovisualisation
can be considerably optimised by presenting as much
relevant information as possible while omitting irrelevant
information through applying filters based on the relevance
of geographic information. Likewise, we suppose that the
usability can be improved by adapting the design of
geovisualisations to the user’s capability of visual scanning,
i.e. guiding visual attention and fixation to displayed
locations or regions that contain relevant information.
These two major challenges lead directly to the two
fundamental research questions addressed in this paper: (1)
how can we reduce the complexity of geovisualisations
without omitting essential spatial reference information
that is required for orientation and navigation, and (2) how
can we guide the user’s attention to the location or region
of interest, i.e. of relevant information on the display and
enable parallel decoding of relevance degrees?
Successfully coping with these challenges will enable
efficient processing of geovisualisations without exceeding
the cognitive workload of the user. First, we consider that
the relevance of geographic information, which is of
primary importance for the selection of essential geographic
information, can be improved by focusing on guiding visual
attention to relevant information. The attention-guiding
design as a mediating artefact between the computational
filtered information and the user’s limited cognitive work-
load is based on relevance theory. According to Sperber and
Wilson (1995), relevance can be divided into objective and
subjective relevance. Objective relevance is applied in
information retrieval (IR) and reflects the algorithmic
determination of relevant information (Saracevic, 1996)
with regard to a user’s query to a system. Objective
relevance is inapplicable in communication and pragmatics
where the relevance of geographic information is subjec-
tively determined by the user. One category of subjective
relevance is cognitive relevance that serves as an assessment
criterion for the processing of information that is influenced
by interfering factors, e.g. by non-filtered irrelevant
information or distractive stimuli. Accordingly, only geo-
graphic information that unifies small effort (i.e. fast
localisation and information decoding) and high effect
(e.g. generating inferences) is visually processed by users.
Second, we rely on the neurophysiological centre–surround
mechanism in visual information processing that is impli-
cated in figure–ground segregation. We consider this
mechanism as a main foundation of our design methodol-
ogy. Visual attention as a category that describes the
efficiency of cognitive processes is also part of visual
information processing and contributes to mnemonic
processes (Marocco and Davidson, 2000). Hence, attention
is involved in selecting information, facilitating storage and
retrieval of information, as well as in monitoring executive
activities (e.g. decision making and judging) by minimising
responses to irrelevant visual information (visual distrac-
tors), and maximising processing of relevant information
(visual attractors) by means of salient features.
A basic challenge of attention-guiding geovisualisation is
to allow users the fast locating (where) and easy decoding
(what) of relevant information by employing graphical
variables that are appropriate for optimal attention guiding
and information encoding. Accordingly, we focus on
variables that are associated with high neural responses in
brain areas along the ‘where’ and ‘what’ processing
pathways, which build the main network of visual informa-
tion processing. We believe that stimulating these pathways
triggers the release of the user’s working memory system
that is fractionated with respect to visual ‘where’ and ‘what’
information. Thus, we understand attention-guiding geo-
visualisation as any kind of graphical representation that can
be optimally processed by the human visual and working
memory systems in terms of a fast and accurate selection
and use of relevant geographic information without a focus
on exploratory data analysis, though.
RELEVANCE ASSESSMENT AND FILTERING OF
GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
We postulate that relevance is a fundamental concept in
information processing context and an appropriate criterion
for filtering and therefore reducing the amount of
information. The term relevance is used in information
retrieval to denote the quality of the response of a system in
respect to a query. The relevance of information always
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expresses a relation to another entity and is therefore not
absolute. The objective relevance applied in information
retrieval reflects the algorithmic determination of the
relevance of information items with regard to the query
(Saracevic, 1996). Other relations, which affect more the
relevance of geographic information, are topic, situation,
motivation, and cognition. These relations form the
subjective relevance and are determined by the user’s
judgment. The notion of subjective relevance is used in
communication and pragmatics where objective relevance is
inapplicable and is manifested in the relevance theory by
Sperber and Wilson (1995). Their theory proposes
cognitive relevance as an assessment criterion for objects
to be processed. In visual scanning, objects that combine
small effort in processing and high significance will finally
be processed (Swienty et al., 2006, Reichenbacher and
Swienty, 2007).
We consider relevance as a relation of geographic
information to the usage context. This relation can serve
as a criterion for filtering the amount of information as well
as for visualising the relevance of depicted objects.
Traditional information retrieval concentrates on algorith-
mic, i.e. objective relevance. In Geographic Information
Science (GIScience) this is commonly not sufficient, since
the relation to space is missing. For this reason, in the last
few years an extension of traditional information retrieval
with a spatial component has evolved and introduced the
research field of geographic information retrieval. However,
we propose to incorporate also temporal and semantic
relevance and to assess and visualise these relevance
dimensions of geographic information objects in the
display. This notion can be subsumed under the term
geographic relevance as probably first coined by Raper et al.
(2002).
Methods for the assessment of geographic relevance
are, for example, spatial and temporal proximity
(Reichenbacher, 2004; Mountain and MacFarlane, 2007;
Reichenbacher, 2007) as well as speed-ahead prediction
surface and viewshed analysis (Mountain and MacFarlane,
2007). The combination of single relevance factors into a
combined relevance value for a ranking has been proposed
by Jones et al. (2001), Reichenbacher (2004), Hobona et al.
(2006), and Reichenbacher (2007).
Geographic relevance can be measured at different levels
and be represented correspondingly. The binary relevance,
i.e. either relevant or irrelevant, is assessed at a nominal
measurement level. Classes, degrees or grades of relevance
are measured at an ordinal measurement level or are
generalised from quantitative values of relevance measured
at a numerical/quantitative measurement level. For the
visual representation of geographic relevance, ordered
classes of relevance that can be encoded with an ordinal
graphical variable are most suitable and of particular interest
here.
VISUAL INFORMATION PROCESSING
The need for cognitively adequate geovisualisations is
reflected in the research agenda proposed by the
Commission on Geovisualization of the International
Cartographic Association (MacEachren and Kraak, 2001).
A major research challenge put forward has been to
investigate the potential of visual representations that
enable decision-making. Since then, many technology-
driven potential tools have been implemented to facilitate
cognition-oriented tasks like exploring geographic informa-
tion (e.g. Demsˇar, 2006), route planning, and way finding
(e.g. Coors et al., 2005). Nevertheless, chapter 3 of the
research agenda on visual analytics (Chinchor et al., 2005)
revealed a lack of cognition-based research for developing
scientifically testable design principles for visual representa-
tions. One high-level recommendation of this agenda states
that representation principles ‘… must address information
complexity, enable knowledge discovery through informa-
tion synthesis, and facilitate analytical reasoning’. The goal
of this recommendation is to ‘… expose all relevant data in
a way that facilitates the reasoning process to enable action’
(p. 98).
We argue that these cognitive processes result from
complex functional interactions between and within specific
brain structures. It is therefore advantageous to understand
cognitive processess and underlying functions of visual
brain areas for designing cognitively adequate geovisualisa-
tions. Such a cognitive approach benefits from a high level
of analytic strength by providing a detailed insight into the
functional segregation of processing, storage and retrieval
of represented geographic information. In contrast to the
behaviourist view, which considers the human mind as a
black-box to find out which geovisualisations function best
(Slocum et al., 2005), we are further interested in how and
why a visual representation works to formulate appropriate
design principles and to develop a methodology to find out
which geovisualisation guides visual attention best.
Figure 1 illustrates the basic relationships of brain areas
and retraces the major pathways involved in visual
information processing and visual scanning. It becomes
clear that many different brain areas – each specialised in
processing specific parts of a visual stimulus – are involved
in visual information processing. Here, the goal is not to
depict the information processing steps in detail or to
explain specific functions of visual brain areas. We rather
aim at summarising and illustrating dependencies between
main visual information processing units especially involved
in visual scanning of geovisualisations. We therefore devide
this description into the following domains: (1) sensory
signals (graphical variables in attention-guiding geovisuali-
sation), (2) sensory signals processing systems (processing
the location and the semantic content of information), and
(3) sensory signals converting system (converting the
information to enable decision making and action).
(1) The domain of visual signals represents the rele-
vance-filtered and cognition oriented attention-guiding
geovisualisation. The design consists of sensory signals
coded with graphical variables that we consider more or less
appropriate to guide attention and to encode relevance
classes of geographic information.
(2) The P-pathway is sensitive to stimulus properties
(e.g. contours), while the M-pathway is sensitive for
stimulus location. Retinal information is transferred to the
primary visual cortex (V1) that acts as a distribution centre
by sending signals to a dual route visual network
Relevance and Cognition in Attention-guiding Geovisualisation 229
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(Ungerleider and Haxby, 1994; Grill-Spector and Malach,
2004). The ‘where’ path processes spatial properties of
information and represents the determinant pathway for
target-oriented visuomotor activities (e.g. guiding the gaze
or hand to relevant information). The ‘what’ path processes
high-resolution information and is involved in visual object
identification and recognition. This pathway is specialised in
processing visual attributes (e.g. form, shape and texture),
in identifying visual stimuli, recognising forms, colours and
objects, and in categorising visual objects and patterns. The
functional segregation of these two pathways significantly
reduces the complexity of geovisualisations by dissociating
the recognition of a piece of information (what) from its
location (where) (Niebur and Koch, 2000). We suggest
that a basic challenge of designing attention-guiding
visualisations is to adapt the design methodology to the
visual brain’s capability of separately processing visual
information (location and semantic content). This can be
realised by systematically implementing visual attributes in
the design of geovisualisations that are known to highly
activate visual brain areas (e.g. form, colour, transparency,
motion). In doing so, we aim at assisting the brain in
specific functions of visual scanning (e.g. shifting attention,
selecting relevant and omitting irrelevant information).
(3) In the sensory signals converting system ‘where’ and
‘what’ information converges into the prefrontal cortex area
(PFC), which is activated whenever humans need sensory
input to generate stimulus-driven motor output (e.g.
directing the gaze, clicking the mouse). For instance, the
prefrontal cortex sends signals to the frontal-eye-field area
(FEF) for guiding gaze fixation to regions or locations of
interest.
The prefrontal cortex can be considered as the centre of
‘visual analytics’. This brain area is crucially involved in the
acquisition and flexible use of rules and routines that users
need for successful coping with varying demands of tasks
(e.g. planning, problem solving, decision making). This
transformation takes place in the working memory system
that is supervised by the central executive (Baddeley, 2003).
Because of the limited capacity of working memory, the
central executive controls visual attention and supervises the
cognitive workload, i.e. the amount and integration of
‘what’ and ‘where’ information. To fulfil these functions,
the level of cognitive workload is of extreme importance.
An overstraining of its capacity reduces a user’s capability to
direct visual attention to important information in a
stimulus-driven (bottom-up) manner and the application
of skilled rules (top-down) for selecting relevant informa-
tion. A high workload makes it more difficult and time
consuming to complete a visual geographical task and
complicates learning processes.
The theoretical foundation of our research is based on
the assumption that stimulating both sensory signal
processing pathways in the appropriate mode, supports
the sensory signal converting system. Thus, we propose that
precisely relating graphical variables to attention-guiding
attributes results in a reduction of the cognitive workload
and makes a faster and more accurate decision-making
process possible. For more detailed information of brain
area function and their connectivities, see e.g. Webster and
Ungerleider (2000).
RELATING GRAPHICAL VARIABLES TO ATTENTION-
GUIDING ATTRIBUTES
In order to design attention-guiding geovisualisations we
need a set of graphical variables that are able to guide visual
attention (where) and to encode the meaning and variation
(what) of geographic information at attended locations or
regions of interest. We achieve this goal by combining
findings from neurocognitive research about attention-
guiding capabilities of visual attributes with the set of
graphical variables proposed in cartography and GIScience.
In Figure 2, the graphical variables proposed by Bertin
(1974) are summarised along with the extensions suggested
by MacEachren (1995), and visual attributes that have the
property to guide attention as classified in a neurocogni-
tion-based study by Wolfe and Horowitz (2004). The
attributes are further related to functions of visual brain
areas involved in visual information processing and scan-
ning (see Figure 1). The main criterion to include
Figure 1. Visual brain areas and major processing pathways triggered by attention-guiding geovisualisation. Abbreviations: retina (RT), mag-
nocellular path (M-path), parvocellular path (P-path), primary visual cortex (V1), visual cortices (V2, V3, V4), inferotemporal cortex (ITC),
middle temporal area (MT), medial superior temporal area (MST), posterior parietal cortex (PPC), prefrontal cortex (PFC), dorsolateral pre-
frontal cortex (DLPC), ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPC), frontal eye field (FEF)
230 The Cartographic Journal
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attributes and consider them as appropriate for the
guidance of attention and encoding of information depends
on their efficiency to provide enhanced neural responses in
visual brain areas along the ‘where’ and ‘what’ processing
routes with the primary objective of reducing the cognitive
workload. Due to enhanced neural responses in visual areas
along the ‘where’ path, we additionally consider diverse
dimensions of motion as potential variables to guide
attention to relevant locations or regions. A variety of these
motion attractors may also be appropriate to encode
variations in geographic data. The assignment of brain
areas to the variables resolution, crispness, transparency
(correlated with blur), and saturation as well as to disparity
of spatial depth, flicker, and motion are derived from results
in neurocognitive research (e.g. Duffy and Wurtz, 1997;
Wolfe and Horowitz, 2004; Krekelberg et al., 2005).
Based on findings in neurocognitive science and
GIScience we have identified 21 visual attributes that are
appropriate to guide visual attention. Referenced assign-
ments that are indicated with a circle ($) come from
studies in GIScience that do not relate their results to
functions of brain areas. References indicated with a square
(&) result from neurocognitive research. For more
information on references related to the listed visual
attributes and corresponding processing brain areas see
Swienty et al. (2007).
The attention-guiding attributes form, shape and orien-
tation are included in the list due to their particular
potential to attract attention. However, these variables are
especially suitable for encoding qualities, i.e. binary
relevance (nominal data) and less for degrees of relevance
(ordinal data). Furthermore, the attribute colour (hue) is
only marginally effective for encoding ordinal data
(MacEachren, 1995). Attributes 10-21 are listed due to
their candidate status of possibly encoding ordinal data.
The attributes identified as appropriate to guide visual
attention as well as to encode variations in geographic data
have been linked to brain areas that show enhanced neural
responses when analysing visual information. We suggest
that this approach could play a crucial role in evaluating
geovisualisations by empirical studies. For instance, if a
particular variable shows enhanced responses in corre-
sponding brain areas, and if this variable also facilitates
visual scanning (faster and more accurate gaze shifts), such
a variable is particularly appropriate to be included in a
contemporary taxonomy of attention-guiding variables.
Recently, Swienty et al. (2007) additionally considered 17
functions of the major visual brain areas along the ‘where’
path (e.g. figure-ground segregation), the ‘what’ path (e.g.
stimulus disparity) and those routes that are involved in
working memory processes (e.g. updating information or
planning motor-output). In doing so, we aim at providing a
basis for investigating bottom-up driven tasks (detecting
relevant information), top-down driven tasks (decoding
relevant information) and interdependencies between
bottom-up and top-down activities (why and how users
locate and decode relevant information) when processing
geographic information.
DESIGN METHODOLOGY FOR ATTENTION-GUIDING
GEOVISUALISATION
Based on our assumptions about the guidance of visual
attention in geovisualisations, the relevance theory, and
findings from neurocognitive research about the property
of visual attributes to guide visual scanning, we present a
design approach for attention-guiding geovisualisation that
consists of the following three methods: (1) the relevance
of the geographic information is assessed and represented
based on the information usage context (query parameters,
spatio-temporal setting etc.), (2) relevant geographic
objects are filtered based on their relevancy for the usage
context, and (3) the hierarchy (rankings) of relevance of the
filtered objects are saliently visualised with attention-
guiding attributes.
The design objectives derived from general graphical
design principles are:
N simplicity: reducing the visual complexity,
N visual hierarchy: organising and structuring the informa-
tion into visual layers,
Figure 2. Attention-guiding attributes related to functions of visual brain areas
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N conciseness: display the important information in a salient
way needing few visual processing resources.
The design objective simplicity deals primarily with the
visual complexity of a visualisation. When processing
geographic information, users apply their visual scanning
capability to filter out, i.e. neglect less important or
insignificant information. This information selection
approach is based on global (overview) and local (feature-
based) processing modes and recognition performance,
which is restricted in space and time due to limited
attentional resources. To improve processing performance
it is important to reduce the visual complexity of the
display. Therefore, a first step is the selection of relevant
geographic information. In a sense, this can be considered
as a problem reduction approach, because the number of
visual elements is reduced by this method.
The design objective visual hierarchy is accomplished by
organising the geographic objects represented as visual
elements in visual layers that form a clear hierarchy and
thereby support the visual scanning process. The structure
allows less relevant information to be kept in the back-
ground, whereas the relevant information is placed and
organised in the visual foreground. Therefore, we follow
the neurophysiological centre–surround mechanism that
allows users to direct their focus of attention to the relevant
information. The focus of attention reflects the actual
centre of prominent processing activity (local attention),
while the less attended background represents the surround
(global attention). The application of figure–ground
segregation supports this centre–surround mechanism, i.e.
the visual dissociation of objects from the background. One
of the elementary design principles to establish a visual
hierarchy is that a figure has more salient features than the
background whereby the inhibition of the surrounding
context information is comprised in figure–ground segre-
gation (Born et al., 2000). By extracting the location or
region of relevant objects, we aim at supporting users in the
efficient visual scanning of complex geovisualisations.
The design objective conciseness is tackled by applying
visual attributes with strong attention-guiding properties to
objects. We aim to attract a user’s visual attention as quickly
as possible by the salient representation of relevant
geographic information. The saliency of relevant informa-
tion is additionally improved by reducing the degree of
visual appearance of the less relevant context information.
The overall challenge of these objectives is to reduce the
cognitive workload. We aim to optimise the performance of
using geovisualisations according to the performance-
resource function (Norman and Bobrow, 1975). This
function considers the performance as a function of
resources required to accomplish a specific resource-limited
task, i.e. the performance in a task varies depending on the
increase or decrease of deployed resources. The cognitive
workload is generally higher in complex designs. However,
by following our design methodology, the complexity in
geovisualisations should be reduced and consequently the
cognitive workload is reduced.
Figure 3 illustrates the general design methodology that
relates the general characteristics of visual information
processing to the general design methodology of thematic
mapping. The design is composed of two major visual
layers: the spatial reference that offers the context for the
focal information is in the visual background (base map),
while the relevant information is in the visual foreground. It
is important that the background does not dominate the
visualisation, because it could then act as a visual distractor.
Therefore, context information is encoded in the least
salient way. However, the adjustment of the degree of
salience has to be adapted carefully in order to avoid the
loss of more global geographic information (e.g. land-
marks) required for the spatial reference and the successful
orientation and navigation in the physical space.
Corresponding to the centre–surround mechanism, the
context information in the visual background is processed
in a more global mode, while the relevant and focal
information placed in the visual foreground is processed in
Figure 3. Attention-guiding design methodology
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a more local mode. Therefore, this interconnection of both,
globally processed context and locally processed focal
information establishes a cognitively adequate design.
Attention-guiding geovisualisation displays relevant infor-
mation in a salient way without omitting important context
information required for coarse spatial orientation.
Consequently, detected information, which is processed
in a bottom-up fashion, can be related to top-down
processed context information.
Figure 4 gives an example of an attention-guiding
geovisualisation design. The usage scenario for this example
is a mobile user looking for coffee shops close to automated
teller machines (ATMs). Figure 4 (left) depicts a geovisua-
lisation design that is not filtered with respect to the
relevance of the represented points of interest. Although
these points of interest are of high saliency, they are too
numerous and, since many of them are not relevant, it
might be difficult for a user to find the relevant ones.
Figure 4 (middle) shows a design that has been filtered
based on the relevance to the usage context, i.e. only coffee
shops and ATMs are represented on the display. However,
the spatial reference and the focal information, i.e. the
points of interest, are of about the same saliency. This could
make the visual scanning process of a user less efficient.
Figure 4 (right) illustrates a design that is based on our
proposed attention-guiding geovisualisation approach. The
spatial reference in the visual background is less salient than
the focal information. In addition, the degrees of relevance
of the points of interest (spatial proximity between coffee
shops and ATMs and proximity to the user’s position) are
coded with the variable transparency. Hence, the ranking
order of relevant information is coded as visual attributes of
geographic objects providing the user with an immediate
notion of the relevance of the displayed objects.
BOTTOM-UP EVALUATION OF THE ATTENTION-
GUIDING GEOVISUALISATION DESIGN
For a pre-evaluation of the geovisualisation designs
(Figure 4), we applied a computational visual attention
model that predicts gaze paths and fixation positions (Itti
et al., 2006). This model is based on the centre–surround
mechanism and is purely bottom-up guided, i.e. the
direction of attention is controlled by the visual sensory
input and visual scanning is guided in the order of
decreasing saliency. Based on a multi-scale feature extrac-
tion, the model relies on the three pre-attentively processed
attributes colour, intensity, and orientation, and generates
an attention-based map that indicates the most salient
regions in the visualisation. Components of the model have
been successfully validated by experimental evidence in
visual search tasks (e.g., Treisman and Gelade 1980). The
model has served as a promising pre-evaluation method for
eye tracking studies (Fabrikant et al., 2006).
To illustrate the role of relevance and visual information
processing principles in geovisualisations, we evaluated the
three possible variations in the test scenario described
above. (1) The geovisualisation depicts non-relevance
filtered information with attention-guiding attributes, (2)
the geovisualisation consists of relevance-filtered informa-
tion without relevance as an attribute, and (3) the
information is filtered and the geovisualisation design is
based on the proposed design methodology. Figure 5
shows the outcome of the computational model for these
cases. The dark blue circles represent eye fixation positions
and the red arrows indicate the scan path as predicted by
the model.
In the case of the unfiltered geovisualisation (upper left),
the model predicts a scan path that spreads over almost the
whole display. The predicted fixations are attracted by high
colour, intensity, and orientation values in the upper part of
the display. We interpret this as an inefficient visual
scanning process. For the second case (upper right), the
information is relevance-filtered with respect to the user’s
query, but the relevance is not visualised as an attribute in a
cognitively adequate way, i.e. the visualised information is
restricted to the most relevant objects, but their relevance
ranking order cannot be decoded. Fixations are widely
distributed because the focal information (relevant objects)
is not displayed with enough contrast to the context
information in the background layer. The model predicts a
Figure 4. Non-relevance filtered but cognitively adequate design (left), relevance filtered but non-cognitively adequate design (middle), and
relevance filtered and cognitively adequate design (right)
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similar scan pattern as in the case before. Yet, the two most
relevant pairs of objects are detected quite quickly. The
third example (bottom) shows the geovisualisation design
with filtered geographic information that is visualised in a
salient way by simultaneously reducing the value of context
information in the background. Scan paths are now no
longer influenced by distractive stimuli, and attentive
attributes were applied successfully to emphasise the
information of interest. In this example, the ranking order
of information contains merely three classes (highly
relevant, relevant, and less relevant) and is coded with
the attribute transparency. The attention map localises the
relevant objects by identifying their visual dominance in the
geovisualisation design. For the adapted design, the model
predicts an attention map that overlaps with the relevant
objects, and the predicted gaze paths fit perfectly to the
most relevant objects. We consider this example as a well
designed attention-guiding geovisualisation based on our
proposed methodology, because it promptly guides visual
attention and fixations to the location of relevant informa-
tion. Again, it is important to note that the model is solely
bottom-up oriented. Evaluation methods considering both
bottom-up and top-down mechanisms of cognitive pro-
cesses would probably reveal a different scan path pattern.
We currently evaluate our design methodology with the
eye movement recording method. Figure 6 (left) exempli-
fies the scan path for the attention-guiding geovisualisation
design of one subject (male, 38 years) who was instructed
to look for coffee shops close to ATMs. The size of the
circles indicates the duration of the fixation. The duration
and order of the fixations in that gaze plot indicate an
overlap of the relevant information and the sequences of
scan paths to regions or locations of interest.
Figure 6 (right) depicts the durations of gaze fixations as
a heat map. The yellow to red colours represent higher
degrees of visual attention guided to the presumed most
relevant geographic information, whereas the lemon to
green colours indicate lower degrees of visual attention
directed to less relevant regions or locations.
CONCLUSIONS
The main outcome of our work revealed that the relevance-
based filtering of objects, the coding of relevance as an
attribute, and the cognitively adequate visualisation of these
objects are fundamental components of the attention-
guiding geovisualisation design methodology. Scan paths
and, in particular, fixation patterns on the bottom-up
processed focal layer were not influenced by distractive
stimuli on the top-down-processed base layer. Due to the
cognition- and relevance-oriented design, the computa-
tional visual attention model has detected the most relevant
geographic information. These results were verified with
the eye-movement recording method of one subject in
an ongoing evaluation of the attention-guiding
Figure 5. Pre-evaluation of unfiltered but cognitively adequate geovisualisation (upper left), filtered but non-cognitively adequate geovisualisa-
tion (upper right), and filtered and cognitively adequate geovisualisation (bottom) with a computational attention-model
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geovisualisation design. Of course, the presented observa-
tions in a single case where the subject was asked to
simultaneously locate relevant information (where) and to
decode underlying semantics (what) can only serve as
preliminary evidence. More precise eye movement record-
ings have to be conducted to confirm the validity of our
approach. Therefore, we currently investigate a set of
attention-guiding graphical variables by focusing on their
potential to guide visual attention to locations of interest.
The decoding of semantics is restricted to the identification
of three relevance classes, i.e. the task on demand is to
visually scan for relevant information that is coded in three
symbol characteristics. The following example presents the
evaluation outcomes for the variable ‘hue’ that was used to
code three relevance classes with point symbols in the three
test cases described above.
15 participants (5 male, 10 female) with a mean age of 28
years (range: 22–38) took part in the study. The test
persons were not trained for this study. Because of impaired
visual acuity, one test subject was excluded. Gaze fixations
were recorded within a spatial area of 1 deg with a
minimum duration of 100 ms. Figure 7 shows the visual
scanning patterns of one test subject. The location of the
relevant information is indicated by the wider circles and
the gaze fixations by the smaller circles.
We consider the following two coarse interpretations of
the visual scanning parameters (Table 1) as appropriate to
judge the attention-guiding approch. These interpretations
are regarded as guidelines for interpreting eye movement
parameters in geovisualisation and do not claim to be
universally valid:
1. The smaller the values of parameters the more efficient
is the design methodology.
2. The larger the values of visual scanning parameters the
more difficult is the task.
The ANOVA revealed significant differences (p) in all visual
scanning parameters except for the duration of fixations.
When visually scanning case 3 (filtered and cognitively
adequate) participants needed 2.55 s by employing a mean
number of 5.21 fixations. The mean degree (distance) of
scan paths was 37.06u. Due to the structured and organised
design methodology, the participants were even able to
process the attention-guiding design in a fast scene-based
mode. This scene-based scanning of geovisualisation allows
users to process geographic information in a fast and global
context-dependent manner in a first step before slowing
down the scan path to a local mode. After having
maintained a rough representation of the geographic
context, information users then guide the focus of attention
to detailed local information that is captured by the wider
field of attention and the smaller focus of attention in a
second step. The flexible skill of global and local processing
illustrates the complexity of a user’s scanning ability in
comparison to the attention-model that strictly calculates
the position of the focus of attention. Following the
abovementioned guidelines, the attention-guiding design
methodology proved to be the most efficient design
methodology by decreasing the task difficulty.
We regard the proposed variables and their relationship
to functions of the respective visual brain areas as an
elementary basis for a systematic, valid and consistent
design of geovisualisations. In this contribution, we pre-
evaluated bottom-up processed attributes with a computa-
tional model to guide a user’s attention to relevant
geographic information. We therefore focused on the
stimulation and activation of brain areas along the ‘where
Figure 6. Gaze path from an eye tracking evaluation of filtered and cognitively adequate geovisualisation (left), and the heatmap representing
the duration of gaze fixations at more or less relevant regions or locations in the attention-guiding geovisualisation design
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path’ of visual information processing that respond to the
location of relevant information. Unquestionably, addi-
tional empirical studies that investigate the bottom-up and
top-down processing of geographic information and new
cognitive test instruments will provide useful quantitative
data to evaluate geovisualisations more precisely. A
promising cognition-based Map Reading Ability Test for
navigational tasks (NMRAT) was recently designed by
Lobben (2007).
The proposed design methodology solely focuses on
effectively visualising the location of information relevance
classes. This does not necessarily imply that the underlying
semantics of these relevance classes can be easily decoded.
In other words, someone is probably able to promptly
locate the most important information and to relate this
information to spatial dimensions. However, if the symbo-
lisation is not appropriate to successfully encode the
semantics of the relevance degrees and the information
displayed, users have to employ more mental effort, which
will decrease the efficiency of visual information processing.
Further research in the field of semiotics can help to
investigate the potentials of symbolisation to effectively
code information significance, i.e. to produce a stronger
activation of visual brain areas along the ‘what’ path. The
outcome of such studies will probably help to optimise the
speed and accuracy of decoding the meaning and relevance
of geographic information.
Furthermore, it is important to evaluate new promising
graphical variables. For example, the variable motion
including its sub-dimensions is believed to attract and
guide the attention of users to relevant information,
particularly in the corner of a display (Bartram et al.,
2003). With regard to mobile devices it is important to
examine to what extent motion in the environment might
deviate visual attention of users from the display. We
suppose that the effort of establishing an extended
taxonomy of graphical variables does not necessarily result
in a single, fundamental taxonomy fitting all applications in
the field of geovisualisation. Instead, different taxonomies
of graphical variables can be developed for different usages.
For instance, a taxonomy for data exploration on desktop
displays may differ from a taxonomy for collaborative
visualisations on wall size displays. Likewise, a taxonomy for
mobile devices should consider different usage contexts and
diverse visual environments.
We consider eye movement recording as a potential tool
for investigating the processing of graphical variables and
the effectiveness of geovisualisations. Visual scanning
parameters (quantity, amplitude, direction and location of
saccades; frequencies and durations of fixations; number
Figure 7. Evaluation of unfiltered but cognitively adequate geovisualisation (upper left), filtered but non-cognitively adequate geovisualisation
(upper right), and filtered and cognitively adequate geovisualisation (bottom) with the eye-movement recording method
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and duration of re-fixations) allow studying scanning
strategies during the processing of geovisualisations.
Moreover, eye movement recording is also appropriate to
measure a user’s cognitive workload (May et al., 1990) and
to investigate top-down driven activities, such as visual
imagery (Brandt and Stark, 1997), short-term memorisa-
tion (Kahneman and Wright, 1971), inference-making
(Lenhart 1983), and decision-making (Simpson and Hale,
1969).
To summarise, conducting task-specific evaluations of
geovisualisation designs with cognitive evaluation methods
allows generation of fundamental knowledge of (1) why a
variable, a principle or a methodology works more effective
than others do, and (2) how this effectiveness is related to
specific stimulus variables and design principles. Following
Lobben’s et al. (2005) call for more collaboration with
cognitive scientists, we expect that cognition-based empiri-
cal studies will lead to an improvement of the usability
(cognitively adequate visualisation) and the utility (separa-
tion of irrelevant from relevant information) of geovisua-
lisations. This will contribute to the overall acceptability of
geographic information systems and geovisualisations that
are needed for fast and accurate decision-making processes.
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